Hervé de Trogoff named as one of the leading expert witnesses in
The International Who's Who of Commercial Arbitration 2015
London, 20 November 2014
Accuracy has the pleasure to announce that Hervé de Trogoff has been named as one of the leading
arbitration expert witnesses worldwide in The International Who's Who of Commercial Arbitration 2015, in
which only 120 international experts were selected.

Hervé de Trogoff is a partner of Accuracy based in London and specialises in forensic
construction planning and programming, project advisory and dispute resolution.
He acts as expert witness on entitlements to extensions of time and analysis of delay,
acceleration and losses of productivity on large construction and manufacturing
projects across a wide range of industrial sectors. He also provides advice on project
valuation, time risk management and project audits.
Hervé is a civil engineer with a background in project controls and has specific
experience in project planning. His construction management experience was gained
with both contractors and consultants in a number of challenging international
environments. He is fluent in English, French and Spanish and has a good command of the Finnish language.
Hervé has been appointed as expert witness in UK High Court litigation and international arbitration under
ICC, ICSID, LCIA, UNCITRAL, CACFEDF, Swiss CCI and other ad‐hoc rules, has given evidence in English and
French and has acted as joint party appointed independent expert in mediations.
Hervé has a first class honours civil engineering degree and completed an MBA at the London Business School
where he specialised in project finance and project risk management.
About Accuracy
Accuracy is the sole, totally independent European actor that can offer companies and their shareholders a
global reach in financial consultancy services. Accuracy is present in nine countries in Europe, North America
and Asia, and delivers its services worldwide. Accuracy is comprised today of 250 consultants across all of its
offices, in which 35 are partners. Its offices are located in Paris, Madrid, Amsterdam, Milan, Frankfurt,
Brussels, London, Munich, Quebec, Montreal and New Delhi.
We boast a full range of skills in the economic, financial and accounting fields, and combine these skills to
reach a single goal: to give sense to figures by analysing them, questioning them, verifying their reliability and
providing recommendations to facilitate effective decision‐making.
Accuracy combines extensive know‐how in areas such as audit techniques, valuations, financial modelling,
financial forecasting and market analyses. This aids our clients in dealing with a wide‐range of situations
including acquisitions, disposals, companies in difficulty, restructuring, litigation and disputes.
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